Abstract-The Internet model is built up and a distributed routing Algorithm is designed ， whose time complexity is analyzed. The static network model (SNM) and dynamic network model (DNM) are established and path DB and its replace rules are put forward. The improved distributed routing Algorithm is designed and its time complexity is also analyzed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Centralized routing algorithm is hard to apply to the present Internet. Because a billion computers are being connected to the network and the number of nodes is increasing at exponent level [1, 2] . Reference [3, 4] proposed QoS routing optimum policy based on Partheno-GA with Binary Coding of N-dimension matrix and simplified genetic operation, which solved convergence early problem and deleted cycle routing. It is reported that the method can be applied to any complex network topology. The Internet Model is first built up and distributed routing Algorithm A is designed ， The static network model (SNM) and dynamic network model (DNM) are then established, and path DB and its replace rules are put forward. The improved distributed routing Algorithm A+ is designed and its time complexity is finally also analyzed.
II. INTERNET MODEL AND A DISTRIBUTED ROUTING ALGORITHM
When internet model is desiged a simple structure frame is applied，which uses a 2-dimension space grid and whose edge is suppoused to be directed. Therfor, it is composed of a grid point set GS of an exact square = r ，an independent remote contact can be obtained. When r increases, a remote contact of a node is become more and more converged near the grid. r is represented as a basic structure parameter, which has a general network meaning. Two-dimensional grid network with local contacts and long contacts is shown in fig.1 . 
Step4: OUTPUT（ P ）；
Step5: END
It is key that limiting the algorithm only knows to use the local contact in the model. If one node knows all its local and remote contatcts, then the optimal path between two nodes can be found by broad first seach method. Therefore, the above knowleges (1) and (2) are used when the up bound is analyzed in the distributed routing algorithm A, but the above knowlege (3) is used when the low bound is analyzed in the distributed routing algorithm A.
To understand the time complexity of the distributed routing algorithm A, some concepts and mathematical symbols are first introduced.
Definition 2.1(Up bound):
iff c ∃ and 
Definition 2.3 (Up bound+ Low bound):
The time complexity of the distributed routing algorithm A is presented as follows through three theorems, whose proofs refer to as [5, 6] . 
III. INTERNET ROUTING MODEL AND PATH DB
The static network model (SNM) and dynamic network model (DNM) are first established and path DB and its replace rules are put forward in this section. 
is node set and 
has Cluster property ， whose cluster coefficient is
In which i d is degree of node i ,which is edge number connected with node i . This represents that a user i visits relatively fixed nodes. Particularly, because the node number of every user i visiting is limited and relatively fixed, we can store the path
of first computed and it is used next time, which can save a lot of routing calculation time. This is a typical example of save time by space. Obviously, developing with the capacity of disk and MEM this method can be implemented. Because the capacity of disk and MEM is limited, the stored old paths must be replaced according to some rules. Three replace rules are put forward as follows.
（1）FIFO rule This is called First In First Out (FIFO) rule，when the DB of stored path P is full then the earliest stored path P is replaced. The mechanism of implementation the rule is simple and the timestamp is added to every path record. （2）LRA rule This is called Least Recently Access (LRA) rule，when the DB of stored path P is full then the least recently access path P is replaced. The mechanism of implementation the rule is more complex because the history of every visited path must be recorded and updated. （3）TCD rule This is called Topology Change Delete (TCD) rule，when the topology of the network ) , ( E V G changes, then the changed path P is replaced. For example，when the node i in path P is fault, the path cannot be used again, therefore, it is needed to be deleted from the DB.
IV. IMPROVED DISTRIBUTED ROUTING ALGORITHM A+
With the help of above replace rules and path DB，an improved distributed routing Algorithm 
Step5：OUTPUT（ P ）； 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The Internet model is built up and distributed routing algorithm A is designed in this paper ， whose time complexity is analyzed. The static network model (SNM) and dynamic network model (DNM) are established and path DB and its replace rules are put forward. The improved distributed routing algorithm A + basded on those models and rules is designed and its time complexity is also analyzed. 
